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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this collection of environmental

education units, written by teachers end environmental educators, is
to develop in students a sense of warder, curiosity, and interest
about the environment. The 26 interdisciplinary activity units are
designed to be used as pre-activitics or follow-up activities to
other outdoor studies in the elementary grades. The booklet contains
a unit for each letter of the alphabet, such as, A-Ants, B-Buds,
C-Compost, D-Dirt. Each activity unit identifies the appropriate
grade level, optimal time of year for teaching the unit, the
objectives, needed materials, background information, pre-activity
questions, the activity, and post activities. The units are for
kindergarten through fourth grade, and are designed to utilize the
out-of-doors. The activities in the unit include math activities, art
activities, sensory awareness skill development, and language art
activities. Predominant throughout the units is the emphasis on
inquiry and discovery. (Tv)
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We somtimes forget that students are waiting to learn. Almost
everything they do is a learning experience. They learn by listening
to a story, working a math problem, eating lunch with their class-
mates, riding the school bus, walking home, or just listening and
watching other people. These learning experiences should be fun for
your students. They should lead beyond the first exnerience to the
second, third and on and on. These experiences will go on as lore
as students keen their sense of wonder.

Nature is here for those who can see, hear, feel, taste and
touch. It's the robin in her nest, the animals in the water, the
flower hiding in the grass, the icicles hanging from the roof, the
rains, the rainbow in the sky. It's the squish of IT between the
toes, the taste of cold snow, the sound of a scoldino snuirrel, the
feel of rough bark, a thorn, or a milkweed pod.

Nature's Alnhabet is a collection of units in which laughter,
curiosity and learning and sharing exnerienoes are more innortant
than a grade or score. The units lead the child into the world about
them. They awaken a sense of wonder, interest, and curiosity. "I
wonder why --?" °That will haopen if --?" "Why does --?"

Nature's Alnhabet is a groun of environmental units that can
he used an individual units or as nre-activities or follow un
activities to other outdoor studies.

I



Mature's Alnhabet was onmniled and designed by Barb Hyland,
Instructor, the Interlakes Environmental and Outdoor rducation
Program, Chester Area School Nn. 34, Chester, South Dakota.
Several of the units included are adaptations of ideas submitted
by nroiect teachers of this nrogram.



A - ANTS

MAKING AN ANT FARM BEST COPY AgV1211

Written by Barb Hyland, Instructor, The Interlake. Environmental
and Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools, Chester, S.D. 57016

GRADE LEVEL: K - 4

BEST TIME OF YEAR: Early Fall

OBJECTIVES:

1. To observe the wondrous ways of nature.
2. To erphasize the values of cooperation.
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MATERIALS:
Jar
Spoon
Cbtton or Sponge
Crumbs of food

\T-\
Screen (plastic)



BACKGROUND:

Ants are fascinating ! Scientists have discovered that nearly
every important human industry and many human habits and
characteristics are common among ants. In the anthill can be found
two kinds of ants, the queen and man, many workers. The queen has
the most important job, laying eggs. The workers carry on all of
the other activities. Each worker has a specific job, same are
builders, carpenters, doctors, farmers, masons, miners, nurses,
policemen, servants, soldiers, undertakers, etc. Their cities
contain hospitals, cemeteries, playgrounds and nurseries; all
connected by paved roads or tunnels. Same anthills even contain
beauty parlors and dairy barns.

Ants have two food requirements; it must be liquid or easily
scraped into tiny pieces. Dead insects are a favorite meal for
most ants. Plant juices, fruit and seeds are also enjoyed by the
ants.

PPE-ACT'IVI'TY :

What is an ant?
Where do ants live?
What do you think an anthill looks like outside? Inside?
Discuss the structure of an anthill (the tunnels and rooms).
Have you ever watched the ants around the anthill?
What were they doing? (Discuss the different jobs of ants)..

LEARN: The following fingerniay:

AN Arrnau

Once I saw an anthili (fist) with no ants about,
So I said, "Dear little ants, won't you please come out?"
Then, as if the little ants had heard my call ---
One, two, three, four, five came out! (Fingers uo, on each number).
And that was all.

PROCEDURE: (Field trip)

Find an active anthill, and dig to the center of it. Carefully lift
the gravel and dirt out and place it in a gallon jar or glass container.
While digging try to take samples from different areas of the hill,
by doing this you will be getting a variety of ants, activities and hill
materials. The ants will rebuild the hill in your jar. Take the jar
back to the classroom. Place a piece of sponge or ball of cotton on top
of the dirt, and water every few days.

Note to the teacher: It is a good idea to know where the anthill is before
the field trip; let the children discover the anthill on the field trip.
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FEEDING THE ANTS:

Crumbs
Bits of apple
Caterpillars
Freshly killed insects

Cbver the top of the jar with a screen. For the first few days cover
the sides of the jar with black construction paper. The ants will dig
their tunnels on the edge of the jar, and when the per is removed, the
children will be able to observe the ants working.
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FORCING BUDS INTO BLOOM

Written by Barb Hyland, Instructor, The Inter lakes Envirorments1 and

Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools, Chester, S.D. 57016.

GRADE LEVEL: K-4

BEST TINE OF YEAR: Early spring

OBJECTIVES:

L. To acquaint students with the characteristics of a bud.
2. To introduce students to the conditions a bud needs to open.
3. To familiarize the students with the many kinds of trees and

Shrubs in their community.
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MATERIALS:

Branches with buds
Water
Plastic bags (lightweight)
Household ammonia (optional)



BACKGROUND:

In South Dakota, the winters are long and spring seems far away. When
the students get restless and anxious for spring to come, try this activity.
The activity deals with "bringing a 'sign of spring' into the classroom".
With the excitement of doing the actual 'experiment, the students are
learning valuable lessons on how and why buds do open and bloom.

PRE-ACTIVITY:

.What are buds?

Why don't shrubs and trees bloom in the winter?
When do buds start to bloom?
What kind of weather is it then?
Are all buds the same size?
Do all buds bloom at the same time?
When do buds start to form on the plants?
(Discuss when buds form and what kind of conditions are
necessary for the bud to bloom.)

PROCEDURE: (Field Trip)

Take a field trip to an area where there is an abundance of different
kinds of shrubs and trees. Collect samples of branches to experiment
with. Try to gather a variety of branches: Spires, apple tree, lilac,
poplar, chinese elm, cottonwood, oak, honeysuckle, etc.

(A, word of warning: Before asking students to bring in branches, be sure
they ask the owners permission to cut them.)

FOLLOW UP:

After a short discussion about the branches, you are ready to begin.
Soak branches in lukewarm water for ten minutes before putting the
cut ends into a pail or large container of water at room temperature.
Cover with a large plastic bag (lightweight) to conserve moisture. Fasten
cover to sides of the container with tape or string.

OR:

Tie a knot in one end of a large plastic cleaner bag. Soak a cloth in
ammonia and drop it into the bag. Put the budding branch in the bag and
tie the other end. After thrity minutes, take the branch out and place
it in a container of warm water and keep it at roam temperature - but
out of direct sunlight - until the buds burst into bloom.

Same buds are regulated by the day length - the ratio of lightness to
dartmess in a day. This is a protective measure for the plant so they
won't bud during a warm spell in January or February and then freeze.
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C -COMPOST

WHAT'S IN COMPOST

Written by Mona Reisig, Third grade teacher, Chester Area Schools,
Chester, S.D. 57016.

GRACE LEVEL: 2-3

BEST TIME OF YEAR: Fall

CEJECTIVES:

1. TO employ materials taken from the soil by returning that to
the soil.

2. To provide the students with the actual experience of making
and using compost.
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MATERIALS :

itoden box or small fenced area,
leaves, garden clippings, animal
wastes and other =cost material.
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This is an excellent unit to introduce natural fertilizers, air
pollution and how natural things are returned to the soil. The
activity can be a combination of providing for our needs of
fertilizers and eliminating some air pollution. Since we need
fertilizers why not make our own from leaves instead of burning then?
By making compost students are also observing how plant materials
are returned to the soil.

PRE-Pernirry:

1. How many have ever heard of compost?
2. What do you do with your leaf rakings in the fall?
3. totnat does burning do to our air?

4. Do you suppose we could do anything else with these
leaves to make them more useful?

5. What happens to the leaves in our groves and forests
where we don't rake?

Explain that materials taken from the earth by growing plants need to
be replaced. This is done either by man made fertilizers or a natural
cycle of decaying materials being returned to the soil. By making
compost we are saving food taken from the soil by .-estoring it to the
soil.

Discuss further what may be used in a compost. Garden plant clippings,
leaves, vegetables, things from the earth can be returned to help the
soil.

PROCEDURE: (Field Trip)

Set up a wooden box or a fenced area in an undisturbed area. Have the
students gather leaves and other compost materials and place in the
box. Spread the compost material 6" thick then put a thin layer of
soil over this, begin with compost material again. The mixture should
be watered frequently to speed decay. All the compost to decay for
about six months before using it.

FOLICW UP :

Try making the compost in the fall. Then for a spring activity use the
compost around new trees and shrubs around the school.

To culminate this activity into home usefulness discuss with students
what we can do to make this at home. Suggestions may be to form a block
or neighborhood compost if they live in town. A garden edge or a lawn
edge may be convenient if students live in the country.
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P -DIRT

PISCOVEPIV DIRT

Witten by Barb Hyland, Instructor, the Interlakes Environmental and
Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, South

Dakota 57016. Adapted from Science and Children.

GRADE LEVEL: K-2

BEST TI CP YEAR: Early fall and late spring

OBJECTIVES:

1. To assist students in discovering the different properties of various
kinds of soil.

2. To develop a better understanding and appreciation of soil.
3. To develop awareness to the many kinds of nlant and animal life in

the soil.
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MATERIALS:

Different moles of dirt
, Axon, stick or digging device
7MWOriitvina lens

/v. « Net paper plates
or container

lastic sheets (optional



BACMGROUND:

One segment of our environment, the soil, seems to easily attract the
interest of young children. In play they explore sand, rocks and dirt
whenever oossible. Tily not take advantage of their natural curiosity
about soil, and develop a better understanding and appreciation of it.
The following activities utilize a child's interest in playing in and
with the dirt.

BEST COPY MILACLE

PRE-ACTIVITY:

Nhat is dirt?
What is dirt used for?
What lives in dirt? (Plants and animals.)
What nart of the n3 ant lives in the dirt?
Is soil all the same color?
Does dirt all feel the same?
Are all narticles of dirt the same size?

FIFID TRIP:

Explain to the class that the field trip outdoors will be for the nu nose
of exnloring the dirt. Lead the students into the discovery of the
different textures of soil. Look for areas were the soil is racked hard
(nerhans on the driveway or path). The baseball field will have areas
where the is loose and dusty. Ur der low shrubs the soil is likely
to be loose, crumbly and damn.

If nosr,ible, go to a aravel nit and observe the different layers of soil.
Is each laver the same color? Is each layer the same size? Check the
texture of each laver, look for plant and animal life. Collect a samnle
of each :i.AVer and take back to the classroom to explore.

POST-ACTIVITY :

Take the samples vnu have collected back to the classroom and have the
students nut their samples on rarer plates, and let them explore the
dirt. Encourage close examination by asking questions such as the following:

1. Have you seen soil vhich has a texture like this before? Where?
2. Are all the samples of soil the same color?
3. Do all the soils fe.l alike?
4. Let the dirt sift through your fingers. Does each sample sift

the same as the others?
5. Saueeze a handful of each sample. What happens? Does the soil stay

in a ball or fall apazt once you release your grip?

NCI'', take a closer look. rlie each student a snoon, stick or some other tool
for digging, and let the students explore for other forms of materials which
rdnht be hiding in the soil. Earthworms, insects, (both dead and alive), leaves,
e-*.icks, bark and small rocks are common materials Let can be found in the soil.
The use of a hand magnifying lens and a microscope is recommended.



FOLLOW-UP ACrITrIES:

There are mmy things you can do with a soil study, listed are some
ideas:

1. After studying the soil samples and discussing the different
types, try nlanting seeds. Be sure to use as many different
types of soil as possible, such as organic, clay, sandy, etc.
Plant the seeds, water and give each plant the same amount of
sunlight. This exneriment should draw some interesting conclusions.
Let the children draw their own conclusions.

2. If the students observed the soil profile on the field trip, try
constructing soil layers. This can be done kr, rfluing ste.ps of
soil to tAgboard. Encourage students participation by asking
-Tuestions.

'tat kind of soil is on the top?
What is the soil called?
What color is it?
What kind of soil is the next layer?
what is the name of this soil?
What color is it?
What does it feel like?
Does the next laver have a different texture?
What is it called?
What is is made of?
How does the next layer differ from the rest?
What is it called?
What is this laver made of?

3. Try soil tainting. Here are the directions:

1. Soread out your soil samples to see what kinds you have.
2. Decide on a nicture. Either have the children draw a

nicture, or ditto pictures for each child.
3. Mix 1 cart glue and 1 part water.
4. Use a paint brush to apply glue on areas of the picture

you want to cover with soil.
5. Sprinkle soil onto the glue. Leave the soil on the paper

until the glue is dry. Continue until all desired areas
are covered by soil.

6. Color or paint the other areas as desired.
7. It's not difficult to preserve your soil painting. When the

glue is completely dry, shake off excess soil and repair any
areas that need it. Sorav with elastic or lawyer.
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E-EARTHWORMS
RAISING EARTHWORMS

Written by Barb Hyland, Instructor, The Interlakes Environmental and
Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools, thester,S.D. 57016.

GRADE LEVEL: K-4

BEST TIME OF YEAR: Early fall or late spring

OBJECT

1. To aoquaint students with the importance of earthworms.

\

MATERIALS:

Jar (large)
Screen
Hand spade
Earthworms
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IINCKCIFOUND:

Earthworms and also night crawlers, are a common worm found in
moist warm soil in many narts of the world. Earthworms contribute
to the growth of nlants. The worms helm break down the decaying matter
in the soil. The air necessary for plant growth enters the Pail through
the tunnels due by earthworms. They are important food for birds, also.
Earthworms feed on dead nlant material in the soil. The eartlwarms in
an average acre of geed fertile soil will consume, digest and revitalize
over 15 tons of earth in a years time.

PRE-ACM/Tv

Learn: A WFX LITTLE 141RM

A wee little worm in a wee little hole
Sang, barfly as he could be

"Oh, / live in the heart of the whole round world
And it all belongs to me".

Ask these guestions to create an interest:

What is an earthwnrm?
Where do earthworms live?
Why do you think the/ are called earthworms?
14hat do earthworms eat?

PROCEDURE: (Field Trip)

no on an earthworm hunt. Runt around, (moist soil is imnortant), look
under rocks, dig into the soil. Dig around until you find some earth-
warns. rill the jar about 3/4 full of good rich soil, add same earth-

worms. Take the jar back to the school. Cover the ton of the soil with
burlap, add water. For the first few days cover the sides of the jar
with black construction naner. The earthworms will dig tunnels along
the edge of the jar and when the naner is removed the students will be
able to observe the earthworms easily.

Keen the iar in a nrotected, shady area. Feed the worms at least once
a week. Earthworms can be fed almost any organic substance that breaks
down easily -- table scraps, coffee grounds, cornmeal, kitchen fat,
discarded vegetable or leaves.
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FEEDING THE BIRDS
Written by Barbara Hyland, Instructor, The Interlakes Environmental and
Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, S.D. 57016.
Adapted from the Jack and Jill Magazine, October, 1972.

Grade Level - K-4

Best Time of Year - Anytime

OBJECTIVES:

1. As an art project, to construct a bird feeder.
2 To study the birds that are common to our area.



BACYrIPOUND;
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Winter ma', be a dull neriod for some neonle, but not for the birds that
snend the season where snow and ice storms are common. They may have to work
extra hard to keep alive. Your students can held to keen them healthy and
strona. The best way to lure birds into stayina near homes and schools is to
nrovide a snack bar. What a thrill when the first customers arrive!

Have the students make some different feeders for your bird feeding areas.
The birds in your school yard will like the variety of food and feedinr,
and you'll have tte fun of watchinci them. You don't have to wait until
snowy weather to make the feeders. Most birds nick their feeding areas before
the food becomes scarce. Sentember and October are good months to establish
feedino areas. But, remember, once you start feeding the birds you are obligated
to continue throughout the winter. After they start using the feeder, they
nrobably won't eat anywhere else.

PRE-ACIT.TTY:

Read the followina story;

BIRDS

Would you like to sneak bird language? Vbuld you like to be able to Ray,
"Welcome, birds?"

You don't need to learn how to whistle. You don't need to learn any
stranae sounding words.

The way to say, "T.Ielcome, birds" is to attach a bird feeder to a tree
in your yard or to your window sill. You can buy a bird feeder at the hard-
ware store, or ask someone to help you rake one.

A good nlace to nut a bird feeder is on a tree limb that's low enough
for you to reach. Or, you might choose a window sill that is close to same
bushes. Birds don't feel safe in the open. They like lots of hiding caaces
nearby.

Now, ask our mother if you can have a handful of oatmeal or bread crumbs,
or a bin' dab of reanut umtter. Most birds like these foods as much as you
like ice cream cones. Birds also like unsalted nuts, sunflower seeds, and
suet. Suet is a kind of dry, hard fat that you can buy from the butcher.

After you've filled your bird feeder, don't ring the dinner bell. Don't
call out, "Soun's on!" Just wait. And be oatient. It may take the birds a
few days or even a week to discover their new "restaurant". But once they
do, business will he brisk.

And You'll be talking the language that birds understand.
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perwrre:

Encourage students to keep a record of the birds seen and the date of
their arrival. If a bird is not ouickly named, students should write a
description of important markings and size and share of the body and beak.
Does it eat from the feeder or scratch for seeds spilled out on the ground?
taken it eats is sometimes an important clue to identification.

,to

The following are some ideas and directions for making feeders:

Tree Garland:
Use a strong needle and thread peanuts,
copoed corn, berries ancl anything else
birds might like into a long garland.
Knot the ends of the garland and hang
the garland over tree branches.

c. ..)
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Fruit Baskets:
After your morning orange or grape-
fruit, scrape out all the pulp.
Poke three holes an Al distance
apart near the top of tote rind. Fill
the basket with various kinds of food
scraps. Pull strings through the holes
and hang fram a branch or clothesline.
You can omit the holes and cords and
wedge the basket firmly into crotches
of trees.



Snowballs:

Mix 2 carts suet with 1 cart
oird seed. Pack into balls about 3"
in diameter. Place each ball in the
ceA.ter of an 8" square of net. Gather
the ends together and tie them next
to the ball with one end of a strong
24" cord. Tie another ball at the other
end of the cord. Put the feeder over a
tree branch.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Bird Smorgasbord:

Make this feeder from an egg carton. Put
a 40" string through holes in the flap
crease of bottom section. The flap can
be a landing for the birds. Pull a 36"
string through the two holes in the too.
Tie it close to the carton, half way
between the holes. Bring the 40" cord
double from the bottom and after 4" of
scace knot it wIth the sop string. Allow
another 6" and knot string again. Fill
the tray with bird goodies. Tie the
string ends around a tree branch.

\"It. I
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Stuffed Cones:
Tie one end of an 18" string around
the top of a large pine cone. Then
stuff peanut butter and bread and other
food scraps between the scales. Make
several cones and hang them from tree
branches.
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Written by Barb Hyland, instructor, the Interlakes Emir: mental and
Outdoor Education Proc./ram, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, South
Dakota 57016. Adapted from the Instructor Handbook "Easy to Make".

GRADE LEVEL: K-2

EFT Try or mil: Anytime

OEVECITVFS:

1. To develop a better understandinq of soil.
2. Tb develop an awareness of what conditions a seed needs to crow.

;t

-
MA'rERIALS:

Tin cans
Construction paper
Sand
Pebbles
Soil - (rich °manic and clay)



BACIWOUND:

Studying the growing properties of soil and the growing process of a
seed can lead to an amusing science lesson. This two fold activity of
soil properties and the growing process can lead to a classroom race.
This is very appropriately used with the activity, "Discovering Dirt".

PH0CEDURE:

1. Cover each can with construction raper, and add faces.
2. Divide the class in half. One half of the class will make "Hairy

Harrys". In their cans, place a small layer of pebbles, a small
laver of sand and a larger laver of rich organic soil. Then plant
grass seed. The other half of the class will make "Bald Berta".
Bald Bert's can will be filled with a small laver of nettles, a
small laver of sand and a larger layer of clay soil. Then plant
grass seed. Naming these containers has a significance. The
children will discover wt x.

3. Place the containers near a window and water carefully. In no time
at all Harry will need a hair cut and Bald Bert will remain bald.
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ENlipoNmENTAL HOPSC0TCH

wtitten b'i Barb Hyland, Instructor, the Interlakes Fnvironnental and
Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, South
Dakota 57016.

MADE LEVEL: K-4

BEST TIME OF YFAR: Anytime

OBJECTIVES:

1. Tb recognize and identify same of nature's characters.
2. To imorove lame motor skill
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BACKGROUND:

Hopscotch, a very old game, can have a new and interesting apnroach. It
can be used as a game of recognition and identification of many of nature's
characters. Hopscotch is a good way to either review or introduce another
activity or it can be just a spare time project.

PRE-ALTIV/TY:

Use this game as a test to see had much the children know about their
environment. It could be used as either a nretest or a post test.

PROCEDURF:

1. Set the game UP on brown wrapping termer, just like regular honscotch.

2. Place in the squares nictures of birds, animals, insects, animal tracks,
shapes, colors, etc. Almost anything you want to study could be used.

3. Take turns like in regular hopscotch. The object of the game is to name
all the nictures correctly.

4. Throw the marker, name the picture. If correct, the child can hop. If
inoorrrect, the child lcosemta turn. The child who completes the whole
game first is the winner.



BEST COPY
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1-1Cr.
THE 1CF CURE riAMF

written by Barb Hyland, Instrictor, the Interlakes Environmental and
Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, South
Dakota 57016. Adanted from the Environmental Science FOundation
Curriculum, Golden Valley, Minnesota.

GRADE LEVEL: K-4

BEST TIME OF YEAR: Anytime

oancrrw:
1. 'lb sstudy the properties of ioe.

1
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MATERIALS:

Ice cubes
Parer towels



BACKGRCIIND:

Who can melt the ice cube the fastest? Who can make theirs last
the longest? (Arwthing goes) . These games cart be used to introduce
a unit on ice or winter, or just in a lesson by itself. The rain
Point is to get children to realize a need to collect information.
The student with the most relevant information should win the game.
This information may have been picked un through nest experience, or
it may be nicked up from the game. Don't give the students any clues;
let them go on their own. After this is finished, put an ice cube on
a caper plate and a snowball on another. Have them guess which will
melt fastest.

PRE-ACTIVITY:

What hannens to water when it gets real cold?
What is ice?
How does it feel?
What harrens to ice when it is allowed to get warm?
Which melts fastest, an ice cube or a snowball?

PROCEDURE:

1. Children are always amazed at the actual process of water changing
to ice. As a winter activity have the children make the ice cubes.
Set an ice cube tray full of water on a window sill. Let the children
take turns checking to see if it's ice. When it has turned to ice,
than proceed to play the game.

2. Ask: Who can get their ice cube to melt the fastest?

3. Play the game. (Students may want to play it more than once.)

4. As a class, talk about the collected information.

5. Try the reverse game of preserving an ice cube as long as ntssible.

6. Try ice and snow.
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BES1 COM MAILABLE

A JOY BPFA.K

Written by Barb Hyland, Instructor, the
Education Program, Chester Area Schools

GRADE LEVEL: K-4

BEST TIME CP YEAR: Anytime

OBJECTIVES:

0*".11r47

)

Interlakes Environmedtal and Outdoor
No. 34, Chester, pltitjt Dakota 57016.

1. TO stud' the meaning of joy.
2 TO create an activity for self expression.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

BAOT:ROUND:

Someday when you need to break the routine of an average clay, try this
activity. It will relieve the tension and may nrove to he a very exciting
way for the students to exnress same of their own opinions on life.

PRE-ACTP/TTv:

1. What does joy mean to you?
2. Define iov and how joy is a matter of oninion. Joy or hanniness

will all derend on the nerson. Discuss moods and how moods some-
times play an important nart in our decision makine.

3. Discuss living and non-living things and how they can be
humProus.

4. Iii k,uss things that are sad, why they are sad, and if there is any
way of making them happy again.

5. Discuss ways that make you happy, others harpy, animals hang, etc.

Learn: The follc/t4ring finger:day.

THINGS I SAW

I heard a bee c buzzin' by.
(point hands)

I saw two butterflies in the sky.
(hold up two fingers)

I watched three bunnies hop down the lane.
They jumned ir a hole before the rain.
(Put thumb and forefinger together to form
hole)

FIE ID PCTIVITY:

Any area; the schoolyard, park, Wetlands or any olace with a variety
of natural objects to exnlore. flaw the students look for things that
mean joy to them. Look for something that would make someone else harm;
such as seeds, berries and worms for birds; buds and leaves for trees.
rind as many things of joy as you can. Look for things that seam sad,
try to find out why they are sad. Bring same of the objects back to the
classroom.

PORT ACTIVITY:

Have the students create a picture or collage with the objects. Under-
neath the nicture, write a brief story or explanation of why these objects
made you harry. Younger students can tell why and the teacher can record
the story for them. The same thing can be 36;6 with sad objects -- telling
why they are sad and what could be done to make them harm.



K KNOTS
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

KNOT WATCH
Written by Major L. Boddicker, Director, the Inter. lakes Environmental
and Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools NO. 34, Chester,
South Dakota 57016.

nRADE LEVEL: K-4

BEST Tim OF YEAR: Anytime. You can exrect the most variety of life to
be rresent in knot holes in early fall or late spring.

OBTECI`IVRS:

1. To demonstrate the concept that plants and animals depend on each other.
2. To demonstrate the idea that the environment is in a continuous cycle

of death and rebirth in new life.
3. To demonstrate that things happen to trees which harm them, but the

overall effect is both bad and good for man and animals as a
result of the damage.

1, Bags and jars for collecting bums, moss, fungi, etc

2. Screwdriver or jack knife for orobina the knots.



RAC'KrIROUND:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Knots are sort of hlah things, noteete nally cares much about them, or
know much about them , But they are there and surnrisingly they have a
very imnortant role in nature.

Knots are generally formed in two wave: Most knots are the results of
branches dying naturally as the tree melee, The lower limbs are shaded
out and seek to have an imnortant function for the tree. The tree resnonds
by self. nruning. The branch dies and the growing mart of the tree grows
around and eventually comnletely or nartially covers un the scar the branch
leaves. This tyre of knot may not be visible on a living tree, but will
show un as a beautiful blemieh on boards cut from the tree. These knots
are very imeortant to man for we judge the beauty of some woods on color,
share and number of knots which are nresent. We value knotty nine for
decoration on walls, knots in walnut, oak and maple for same types of
furniture and gunstocks, These tvnes of knots are nretty but they weaken
the structural strength of the bear6s, So, if you are building a house,
it is not good to use knotty Irerds. When you build table tops or cover
walls it is fine.

Knots also form around scars on trees which are caused by wind damage,
animal damage or other kinds of mechanical damage. when we get cut we bleed,
get a scab and eventually a scar forms. The same things happen in trees.
Sometimes the scar is too big for the tree to renair and the cut stays
coen. Then beetles drill holes into the dead heartwood of the tree, then
fungi and ants Follow. Then eccdreckers drill holes in the knot to get
the hues or to make a nest. After the woodpecker leaves a squirrel,
mouse or a bat will use the hole as a time while the tree continues to
grow around the knot. Ps the tree is crowing on the outside and above, it
is dvina and rottine on the inside. The orocess of recycling the nutrients
tied un in the dead wood aoes on while living wood is being made.

The whole nrocess is rruite interesting.

PPF-4717171T:

Ask euestions about trees and how they grow, live and die.

1. }k are trees used by animals and other nlants? List the ways.
2. are knots? Ike,/ are they made? Are they good or bad? What

does that depend on? Now are they used? Let's study them.

Select teams to do different knot nrojects:

Art: Draw or nhntoaraeh different tyres of knots. Draw or nhotogranh
different ways nlents and animels use knots.

Science: Collect the bues. moss, mold, toadstools, animal signs in
and around knote. What life denctnds on knots? List them.
Which kinde of trees have the rest knots?

Social Studies: Mew are 1,.ncts importent to us? (let a knotty board
and a knot_ free coerd, Do an exneriment to see which

brnaes easiest, Which is the nrettiest? Vote on it.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

PI= TRTP:

Take a walk around the school, a nark or anywhere there are mature trees.
Have the students select trees and count the knots they can see. Have than
record the animals and nlants they find in the knots and collect them.
Have then record the shape and size of the hole in the knot. Have then
determine what caused the knot.

FUUJX UP :

Collect the data and record it. Which kind of tree averages the most
knots) the biggest and smallest knots? Which tree has the best knots for
woodpeCkers and soudrrels? What do the knot shapes remind the students
of? Draw in detail the favorite knot share and have the students use it as
the mouth of a face or an old person, or a monster.

What is the cause of most knots? What effect does the knot have on the
tree? What does it to do the tree?

In the booklet, "Nature's Art" is a unit on drawing and shading
trees by Pub, Kuchenbecker that has same excellent suggestions for drawing
and shading knots. Does the age of the tree have anything to do with the
number of knots on it? Are knots imnortant?



I -LEAr

STUDYING LFA\'FS

written by Barb Hyland, Instructor, the Interlakes Environmental and
Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, South
Dakota, 57016.

MADE LFVEL: K-2

BEST TIME or YEAR: Fall

OBJECTIVES:

1. To nramote st awiess of the vast variety of leaves.
2. To help c _thltit leaves have different forms and shanes.
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MATERIALS:

Paner bags



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

BACKOROUND:

Much too often we miss the true perfection and character of a leaf
because of the vast number of leaves. Try considering a few leaves
by themselves.

Many things can be considered in a study of leaves. Notic: the shape
of the leaves. Do all leaves look and feel the same? What do leaves
smell like? How do leaves grow on a branch?

PPE-ACTIVITY:

What are leaves?
What do they do?
What oolor are they?
Are leaves all the same oolor?
Do some leaves stay green?
Why do some trees lose all their leaves?
Do evcireen trees lose their leaves?

=ID TRIP:

Give each student a bag for collecting leaves. Then allow the students
to exrlore a shelterbelt or a grove of trees. Give the students a few
examnles of leaves to look for. Such as 2 green leaves, 3 yellow leaves,
1 triangle shared leaf and 1 leaf that is more than one color. Also, let
them discover other things. Nave them look for a leaf that feels fuzzy
or smooth. Are all leaves the same size? Look for large and small leaves.
See if they can find an unusual leafpsamething maybe nobody else noticed.

POST ACTIVITY:

Discuss the leaves. Lead the students to observations such as: Are
leaves the same color? Are all leaves the same share? Are all leaves
the same size? Do trees usually grow the same size? Do trees usually
(mow the same color, size and shape of leaves?

Have the students use sane of their leaves as an art project. Make leaf
characters. Children can make birds, animals, reoole: almost anything. Use
the leaf as the main tart of the character and with raints and oolors,
add intereatina highlights. Or, draw a picture and add leaves for focal
taoints.



m-mATH

BEST
COPY

AVAILABLE

MATH ALL AROUND (IF

Written by Cynthia trance, rirst Grade instructor, Washington Elementary
School, Madison, S.D. )1dapind by the interlakes Enyirorrental and Outdnor
Education Program, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, South Dakota 57016.

MADE IEVEL: K-2

BMT TIM CAF' YEAR: Snring or fall

ovarrivrs:

1. To use nature as a study area to comnlete math problems.
2. Tpdevelor an and appreciation for natural objects.

.

MNI'ERTALS:

Cards with math orohlems
stated on them.



BACYOMUND:

Children need to work with concrete objects, especially in math. This
unit is desianed to help either introduce or review a math problem. By
gathering ob-iects on a field trio, students can either wick the nroblems
given to them by the teacher or make up their own.

PROCEDURE: (Field Trim)

This activity can easily be accomplished within walking distance of
the school. Divide the class into working groups, giving each group
same oroblem cards to complete. Exnlain to the class that they must
find the correct objects to complete their cards. These math cards can
be set up 3 ways:

1. 2 red 's + 4 redO's

2. stones + stones =

3. 2 areen + 6 green

After returning to the classroom, paste the object in the correct maces.
Any left over materials could be used to make either individual or grout:
math cards. Let the students use their own imaginations.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

N -NES T

FXPLORING A NEST
Written by Barb Hyland, Instructor, the Interlakes Environmental and
outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, South
Dakota 57016. Adapted from the unit, "Old Bird and Animal Nests".

GRADE LEVEL: K-4

BEST TIME OF YEAR: Soring or fall

OBTECTIVES:

1. Tb study the contents of a nest.

t'

N
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MAWR/ALS:

Nests



BACKGROUND:

The contents of a nest can tell many interesting stories about the
wonders of nature. ror both the students and the teacher it will be
surprising to see how a nest is constructed and what goes into
constructing a nest.

This activity will allow the students to explore the contents as well
as the construction of a nest. By dissecting a nest students will soon
discover that nest patterns vary, material contents vary and food pre-
ferences vary among the different species.

PRE- ACTIVITY:

Are all nests the sane size?
Are all the nests made of the same material?
What are same of the things you might find in a nest?
What lives in a nest? Is it just birds?
How could we find the answers to this question?
Introduce the idea of taking a nest apart to find out the answers.

FIND TRIP :

A shelterbelt or grove of trees will have an ample supply of abandoned
nests. (Be sure that the nest is abandoned.) Gather as many nests as
needed, one to every three or four students. Try to get a variety of
nests so that a good omparisoncan be made.

FOLLOW UP:

Discuss the different materials of construction.
List the animal life found.
Discuss the other findings. Such as mud, grass, twigs, thread, yarn,
feathers, seeds, etc.
Try cdanting a nest. The procedure would be the same as that of a
seed. Water it. Watch to see what kind of plants will grow.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

0-OUTDOOR TP1PEPATURES
A STUDY pc OUTDOOR TE'Inf PATURFS

Written by Doris 'Maroon, Third grade Instructor, Carfield Elementary
School, Madison, South Dakota. Adapted by the Interlakes Environmental
and Outdoor' Education Program, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester,
South Dakota 57016.

GRADE LEVEL: 2-4

BEST TIME OF YEAR: Anytime

OBJECTIVES:

1. To develop an awareness of temperature change and variations in different
locations.

2. To encourage' children to discover why the temnerature changes and why
the temnerature is different in different locations.

3. To accruaint students with the thermometer and the uses of aranhs in show-
ing the differences in the different locations, at different times of the
day, and also during different seasons.

I

Frt.11Pretr:

Therm:meter
Pencils
Paper



RACIMMUND:

The sun gives off light and heat energy. All life on earth derends on this
energy from the sun. At certian times of the year different carts of the
earth get more direct energy from the sun than the, do at other times, causing
different seasons and different climates. Wind and humidity affect temneratures.
rand is heated faster than water and affects the weather.

PRF-Acrwrrv:

Discuss where there might be differences in temperatures.

In an oven unsheltered area.
Ten feet ur in the air.
Close to the ground.

Under the grass.
In a sheltered area out of the wind.
In the shade.

In a puddle or a nail of water.
In the sand or dirt.
On a sidewalk.

Where would vou exnect to find the warmest temperatures?
Which will heat more quickly, sand or water? Which cools quicker?

Divide into five or six groups to cover each location to be studied. This
could be done on a clear day, a windy day and again on a cloudy day to
Atolvariations and differences. It may be repeated again during different
seasons for oamnarison and study.

FIELD TRIP:

Have each group take temperatures and record the data three or four times
during the day and nut the information on a graph. Notes should be kept as
to wind direction; whether it was cloudy or bright. (Graph samples are
attached).

noST ACTTVTTY:

Record the temneratures of each group on the blackboard or on a large chart
for discussion and comparison. Record the differences at the different times
and compare. Discuss changes if any and why they are different. Compare graphs
to show the differences in the different locations and discuss why they are
different.

This chart ray be kept aryl clomnared with results of checking terneratures
during a different season, and, if any, why?



LOC./Ural 9:00 11:00 1:00 3:00

oxen unsheltered area

Ten feet of the mound

Close to around

Under the mass

In a sheltered area freer wind

In the shade

In water

In sand or soil

On a sidewalk



P -PLANT
BEST coil AVAILABLE

PLANT rfl7ZLES
written by Barb Hyland, instructor, the Interlakes flwirornental and Outdoor
Education Program, Chester Area School No. 34, Chester, South Dakota 57016.
Adapted from " Learntre; About Nature Through Games ".

GRADE LEVEL: K-4

BEST TI! OF YEAR : Spring or fall

OBJECTIVES:

1. To acnuaint students with plants common to their environment.
2. To acquaint students with the different nlant parts.

v

r

MATFIzIALS:

Plants



BACKGMUND:

Every dal, plants play a demanding role in our lives. Plants came in many
sizes and forms. Plants are used for a veriety of different things. But
one thing all plants have in cannon are their narts. All green Plants have

roots, stems, leaves, seeds and almost all of than have same kind of
flower. This activity or game has one objective; identifying plant narts.
After nlaving the game, the student will be able to identify this carts of

a nlant.

PPE-ACTIVITY:

Can vou name the narts of a nlant?
Where is the flower at?
Where are the leaves at?
What is the center or main branch called?
What nart of the plant grows in the soil?

;ITEM TRIP:

Any area where there is an abundance of small nlants is an excellent spot.
With the students, study the plants. Look for visible evidence of plant narts.
Study large nlants as well as the small nlants. EXamine the different parts
of the nlants. How are they important? What is their function, etc.? Have
each student gather tun or three nlants of their choice, being sure that the
nlants they choose have roots, stems, leaves, and, if rossible, a flower.

fitY4 UP:

Take the plants back to the classroom. Study and identify the plant and its
narts. Then have each child take one nlant and cut it anart to make a puzzle.
Cut off the roots, the leaves, the buds, and the flowers take out any seeds

and vou should have just a stem left. Then, with all the parts in front of
vou, rut the plant back just as if it were a nuzzle. Have the students
exchange rlant nuzzles with other members of the class.

Or :

Try "Thu& and Tell" with the parts of a plant. Put a plant rart in a box,
but don't let the children see which nart. Choose one student to come un
and feel what is in the box. By feeling, he should be able to tell what part

it is.

41.
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FWritten by Barb Nyland, Tnstructor, the Interlakes Environmental and
outdoor Education Program, Mester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, South
Dakota 57016.

GRADE LEVEL: K-2

BEST IIME OP YEAR: Snrinq or fell

OEVECTTVES:

1. To create an awareness of natural sounds.
2. To relate other sense with the sense of hearing.
3. To develop an awareness of the sounds of seasonal change.

ti



BAcKniPOUND:

Hearing, like all of the other senses has P definite relationshin in the
enjoyment and annreciation of nature. often sight is given more attention
than hearing, but to canture the total impression we need both. One will
reinforce the other.

Learning to hear and to distinauish the sounds around him is a skill the
child can use for Vle rest of his life. Sounds are all around us if we
listen to then. The sounds of music, voices, birds singing, trees rustling,
insects humming are everyday sounds; but what would the world be like with-
out them?

PRE-ACTIVITY:

1. Have the students nretend to be blind -- ask them to close their
eves and listen for all the sound activity in the room.

2. Discuss how sight and sound are both needed to give us the total
nicture of our surroundings.

Learn or read:

ovor

I can be as quiet as a spider or an ant,
nuiet as a butterfly;

Don't tell me that I can't.
I can be as quiet as a little fleecy cloud,
nuiet as a snowflake;

lbw that isn't very loud.
I can be as auiet as a baby chick asleep,
nuieter than that;

Ikyorquiet can you keen?

W. L. Maw/Ian

FIELD ACTIVITY:

Find a "auiet corner''. An out of the way caace on your schoolyard or some
niace close to the school. It should be fairly close to the school so that
it can be visited nuite often. If possible, have it near some trees. After
discovering the nerfect "quiet corner" you are ready to take the students
out. This can be done in game style:

Walk very carefully, try not to make a sound. Avoid talkina above a whisper.
Stop every now and then to listen. Listen for the wind, animals chattering,
insects sinaing, trees rustling. Once at the "quiet corner" avoid talking at
all. Sit down, stand still or lay down and enjoy the sounds you'd miss if
you didn't listen for them.

Look, too, at the little things you wouldn't see if you weren't quiet. A
leaf suddenly twisting, a nest almost hidden. Teuch a tree and feel its
bark, the dry feel of dead leaves, or the softness of moss.



Ouietly, go back in the same manner. Visit the "nviet corner" many times
during the year. Note if there are any charges in the sounds.

POST ACTIVITY:

Discuss the sounds they heard, try to get a variety of different things.
Do sounds sound different when you can't see then? Does the texture of things
have a direct meaning on how something sounds? Does a green leaf sound different
than a dry leaf? Will sonething soft sot different from something hard? Do
you think the sounds will change with the seasons, etc.?

Just for fun, try imagining sounds at different volumes. Take a sound that
is gift and imagine what it would be like real loud and hard sounding.

Take a "quiet break" every once in a while to break the day, stop every-
thing and just listen to the sounds around us.
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mFASURING RAINDROPS

BEST COPY AMIABLE

Witten by Cynthia Vance and Barb Hyland, Interlakes Environmental and
Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, South
Dakota 57016.

SRADF LEVEL: K-1

BEST TIME OF YEAR: Fall

OBJECTIVES:

1. Tb help students understand the "mystery" of rain.
2. TO study the imnortance of rain and the rain cycle.
3. Tb measure the amount and size of rain.

-

MATERIALS:

Flour
Pan
Rain



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

BACKGROUND:

Tb young children rain is a mystery -- smething that falls from the sky
and stone their nlay. This activity is designed to help students under-
stand rain. It introduces basic concepts of rain and includes simple
experiments tol measure the size of raindrops.

P1F-AMTVWY:

Discuss rain. What is rain? Where does it come from? How does it get there?
What are good aspects of rain? Bad ones? Nape some forms of rain. What
does rain sound like? How does rain feel? How does rain fall? What is rain
good for? v1hat kinds of clouds bring rain? Are all raindrops the same size?

What hancens when it rains?

PAINDPOPS

Rain is falling down,
Rain is falling down,

(Raise arms, flutter fingers to ground, tanning
floor or palm of hand)

Pitter-natter, nitterwpatter,
Rain is falling down.

or:

Pitter pat, nitter -pat, titter-nat,
Oh, so many hours

(patter fingers on floor, table, etc.)
Although it keeps me in the house,
It's very good for flcoers.

(Cup hands, extend slowly onward)

UP or THE' WATER

Ur, goes the water
UP to the skyl
From nnols and puddles
Soon sunbaked and dry.

Un to form clouds
That turn into rain,
Then come down and make
Mind puddles again.

-- :lean B. McKinney



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

FIELD TRIP:

On a rainy day, go outside and observe the different things about rain.

Listen to the rain -- describe it.
Feel the rain -- describe it.
What color is rain?
What happens to the trees, plants, grass, etc., when it rains?
Do they get washed off like we do when we take a shower or bath?
How does rain cane down? In what form? (drat's)
Are all raindrors alike?

The following is a simple experiment in which students may measure the
size of raindrors:

Put flour in the bottom of a pan and hold'it out in the rain,
making certain several drons fall on the flour. Bring the pan
indoors and let it set for 1/2 hour. Sift the flour. The remains
in the sifter represent the raindrop sizes.

Measure how much it rained by nutting a can outside to catch the
rain. Put the rain water in a covered jar. Do this several dais
and measure the different amounts of rain.

Test to see what type of clothing is best to wear in the rain,
with several articles and sprinkling bottle. Pretend it's
raining. Which articles of clothing does the rain penetrate?
Which ones stay dry?

FOLLCW UP :

Summarize data and conclusions from the simple experiments above.
Let the children describe what rain feels like or sounds like. Encourage
the use of descriptive words.

The following are bulletin board ideas that could be used with this unit:

\rI 4 , :

);)

............srarmralosmse,,,~1wyapstaINWIzerabarmWI
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STUDYINn SN014
written by Cynthia Vance, First Grade Instructor, Wanhinaton Elementary
School, Madison, South Dakota. Adapted by the Interlakes Enyirormental and
and Outdoor Education PrOgraMp Chester Area Schools, hb. 34, Chester, South
Dakota 57016.

aeST
COP?

4114141814`

GRADE LVEL: K-2

Mr TIME OP YEAR: Winter

OBJUCTIVES:

1. TO acmuaint students with the different kinds of snow.
2. To study the snoworocerties.

(k)

mATFAMS:

Jars (the same size)
STVW



BACKSPOUND:

Snow is an oven invitation for play if there are any children around.
While engaged in their play, children discover many different things
about snow. They soon know that the wet snow is best for a snowman or
snowballs= that the hard, crusty snow is nerfect for bricks, (used in
making snow forts or igloos); and that the light, fluffy snow is fun
to bounce and run around in. After these observations have been made,
introduce the children to an activity that will encourage a closer
observation.

PRE-ACIIV.rTY:

What is snow?

Are snowflakes all the sane size?
How does STX74 melt? (physically)
How does ice melt? (physically)
Do they melt the same way?
If you have a jar full of snewudll we have a jar full of
water? Why?
Hour do you think we could find the answers to these questions?

FIELD TRIP:

After a new fallen snow, take the students on a short excursion aroune
the school yard, or a nearby park. Have the children observe the differences
between the new snow and the old snow. Notice the color, and the texture.
Taste it. Feel it.

Collect samnles of the snow, sane of the old and same of the new. Make
sure that each jar has the same amount of snow in it. (It is important
that each jar is the same size.) The students can work in couples or
grows.

MIMI UP :

Take the collected snow back to the classroom to make observations. Let
the students make their own discoveries. Try comparing the meltincy process
of snow to ice.



BEST COPY
AVAILABLE

PDOPI I4E
Written by Hyland, Instructor, the Inter lakesBarb Po/trot:easter 1, assitottri
Oixtdoor FINCatiOrt PTOCtrar Chester Area Sebools No. 34,
TAWAS. 5'7016.

(!Dc 1004 K-2

BEM 1ST Or Wilt: Call

ClEaCrIVES.:

te obgerVatial of air ovixoriten_ t.the habit of acca.a aid the charaeo tilavg\w,
1.2 11° devalPPAAvelloc aft acceeciatice of, treesIto

h\I.

tI

tritnter



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

BACKGROUND:

Everythina in our environment undergoes a cycle of change. These
changes are constantly taking place in different stages. Same of
these changes are noticeable while others go on almost unnoticed.
It is important that students realize that the world they live in
is changing. And why it is. A tree is a good example of a change
that is relatively easy to see. So let's adopt a tree and follow

it through sane of its changes.

PRE-ACTIVITY:

Nane same things you know change in the way they look.
When do these changes take place?
Does everything change at the same time?
Why do you think things change?

PPCCEDURF:

Since trees assume their most dramatic changes in the fall, a
good time to begin this unit would be shortly, after school starts.
After a brief introduction of changes in our environment, discuss
the purpose of adopting a tree with the class.

1. Adopt a trAe. Choose a tree that can easily be observed. The
tree should be close to the school, so that it can be visited
as often as the students want to. It's nice if the students can
see the tree from the classroom, too.

2. Record the changes as they take place. This can be done in
various ways; an easy way for younger children is to draw
the changes. Each child can make a picture file on the tree'.
As dramatic changes occur, observe the tree closely, record
the information, date it and place it in the file. Students
will soon became aware of the changes in their own. In the fall,
watch for change of color and leaves falling. In the winter,
observe the tree getting ready for =ring. The typical leaf is
born inside a bud in the winter. In the spring, watch for the
leaves and other signs of spring. Carefully watch, for next the
tree will be dressed in her summer dress.

3. At the end of the school year each child should have 10-15
Pictures in his file. Each picture will depict a different
stage of change. Talk about the changes that took place.
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THF 'PIP/ TRIP
Written by (11oria Lotter, Second (rade Instructor, Washington Elementary
School, Madison, South Dakota. Adapted by the Interlakes Environmental and
Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools, No. 34, Chester, South
Dakota 57016.

BEST
COPY

4161111A81E

MADE LEVEL: 2-4

arsr 7E OF YEAR: Anytime

OBJECTIVNS :

1. Tbibecore aware of our environment and its changes.
2. Tio begame are of man's effects on the environment.

'
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MATERIALS:

Two wide open eyes
Parer
Pencils

Poloroid Camera (optional)



wiar,MUND:

Our environment is full of exciting things and through our senses we
f orm many oninions about it. Through our eyes we can see the world
and what we see is our opinion of it. Parts of our environment are ugly;
but whether it is ugly or beautiful will depend on the person and his
background.

This activity is designed as a unit to let the students express their own
oninion about the world they live in. Through this activity they will
become aware of man made and natural things, and how nature and man affect
their environment.

PRE-ACTIVITv!

What is meant by man made things?
What is meant by natural things?
Nhat is the difference?
How does nature change things?
How does ran change things?
Is change necessary? Whv?

Have the students ston and think about their environment. Think of things
they consider ugly. List same of the things the students consider ugly.
Does everyone else think they are ugly? Are the things listed natural or
man made?

FIELD TRIP:

Any area, with a variety of natural objects. The Wetlands, school yard,
or a nark area are excellent study areas.

Have the students find things either man made or natural that are ugly to
then. Encourage the students to go off by themselves; take their time and
look un and down and all around. After they find the ugly object, take a
nicture and write your opinion. Remember where it is and decide whether

not it's natural or manmade.

POST ACTIVITY:

Rack in the classroom draw the best nossible nicture of the ugly thing.
Decide whether man made it ugly and if he could change it, or if nature
made it ugly and if nature could change it. Have the students give their
reasons on why they thought it was ugly. Does everyone else think it's
ugly?

AN }!FR FOLLON UP.

Tn a couple of months, take the same field trin and look at the same ugly
things. Has is changed? If so, how? Who changed it? Man? Nature? Draw
another picture of your "ugly" thing, just the way it looks now.



V -VALUES EEST Copy

WHAT ARE YOUR VALUFS1
Written by Shall Dayton, Third Grade Teacher, Lincoln Ele..entary School,
Madison, South Dakota, Edited and adapted by the Inter lakes nwirmental
and Outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools, Chester, South Dakota
57016.

GRADE LEVEL: 2-4

BEST TIME OP YEAR: Anytime

OBJEC7TVES:

1. lb emphasize the development of positive attitudes and values
of our environment.



BACGROUND:

our values permeate our ex:slights and play a deciding factor in our

life style. It is these values that have led us to our present environ-
mental crisis and will now, hopefully, guide us from it. Our values need
to be questioned, evaluated and the oonsequmnces of than understood. The
classroom is an ideal setting for this probing to occur. Therefore, this
unit deals with values as they relate to the environment.

A value is defined as "biologically determined and culturally engendered
predispositions to thought and action". It is not known for certain how
or when values are formed, but it is believed they are formed in a child's
early years through personal experiemewith influence from training. Values
cannot be taught -- a child has to experience and internalize possibilities
before accepting certain values.

The students will engage in activities both indoors and out that will cause
them to understand what values are, to question, analyze, explore the
consequences, and reach new understandings of their own values.

ACTIVITIES :

Begin with . discussion of values, the purpose being to survey the
students' ideas and formulate and agree on a common definition of value.

Can anyone use it in a sentence?

How would you explain "value" to someonevohodidn't know
what it was?

From their suggestions a definition should be formulated that shows
value is something one likes and thinks is irportant, what one believes

about things.

Do you have values?

How do you know?

Do your values ever change? Do you think or behave differently
from last year?

Do other People have values?

HOW can you tell?

Are their values the same as yours?

Do you think people should have the same values as you?

Why or why not?



Explain to the students that they are to use their five senses at school,
home and outdoors to decide upon the things they place high value on. Prior
to the listing of these values, take the class for a walk and observe things
in the environment that can he valued, such as buildings, parks, cars, plants,
streets, etc. Have than list the things they place value on. Keep these lists
for future reference.

This activity involves clarification of the term "environment".

Has anyone heard of the word "environment"?

What does it mean to you?

Following the discussion, formulate a definition of environment. It should
convey the idea that it refers to everything around us.

Prior to the following outdoor activity, explain that the students will be
observing their environment and deciding what the townspeople value.

What will we look for in the outdoor environment that will tell
what our town values? (number of narks, industries, sports areas,
conditions of houses, yards, amount of litter, ect.) Because the
students cannot walk through the entire town, this would be an
ideal time for using a city may.

Following the walk, discuss what values they think the townspecole hold
in relation to the areas they discussed above.

What are your (=values in relation to those above?

Are they they same or different?

Do your values affect our outside enviromient? How?

FIELD TPIP:

The students will go outside and, if possible, bring back to class some-
thing ugly and something beautiful in the environment. If they can't be
brought, they should remember than for discussion purposes. After returning,
they may show them as they discuss and later label and display them.

What do you think is beautiful? Why?

Do your values affect its beauty?

Why do you think it is ugly?

Do your values affect its ugliness?

If your values changed, would it change its ugliness or beauty?

Return the lists of things valued that the students wrote at the beginning
of the unit.

Do you want to make any changes in Your list?

If so, they could croos out and make any additions.



POST ACTTVTTY:

Using the above lists, the students will write a cinguain about the
thing they value the most.

Fran Your new list, pick the thing you value the most.

Write a 5 line description about it.

Use 1 word to name what it is.
Use 2 words to describe it.
Use 3 words to tell about what it does.
Use 4 words to describe how you feel about it.
Use 1 word which to you means the same as the first.

walls
hia small

fences stops divides
keep one from another

tall

The students will make a collage depicting what they Place high value on.
It may take whatever form they cant -- words, pictures, etc. They may draw
in appropriate pictures which can't be found.

U0on completion of this unit, the students can discuss if their values
affect the environment, and how. The collages can then be placed around
the roam for a "mini art show". They will browse and have the opportunity
to verbalize about their values and support them.



BEST Copy AlalABLE

VHAT HAPPrNS nm A WINDY DAY?
Written by Darb Hyland, instructor, the Interlakes Thwironmental and Outdoor
Education Program, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, South Dakota 57016.

(RIME LEVIEL: IC-2

B TINT OF VIM: Any wfr y day

117FOIMS:

1. To acquaint students with the characteristics of wind
2. TO acquaint students with what causes wind.
3. TO acquaint students wit the effects of wind on our



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Wind is air that moves ranidly. It is formed when air close to the ground

becomes warm. It then rises and cold air from above takes its rlace. Differences

in tosnerature cause various kinds of air mom:slant. These air movements can

cause storms. Changes in wind conditions make changes in weather.

°P'-ACTTVTTY:

What is wind?
What causes wind?
Can you taste it?
Can you feel it?
Can you see it?
What is a small wind called?
How is the wind aood to us?
How is the wind harmful to us?

"TEM TPIP:

This activity can be done in the school yard. Outdoor activities can include

same, or all, of the following:

1. Ask nunils to follow 3imple directions such as walking or pointing in the

direction of the wind as indicated by tree branches, grass or anything else?

2. Observe: the evanoration of water in a water noddle on a windy day. Trees

in the wind; the flag.

3. Listen to the sounds of the wind. Sometimes it howls, other times it

whistles. Does it make other sounds? Can you always hear the wind?

4. How does the wind feel when you run against it' Run away from it? Stand

still? Is it harder to oven a door when the wind is blowing than when

there is no wind? Why?

5. Let the runils sway their bodies as the wind blows. Pave the students

dramatize the wind, by observing the trees, grass, leaves, etc.

6. Look for the good effects on thw wind; such as seed disnersal, cloud

movement, evaporation, windmills, kite flying.

7. Look for the bad effects of the wind. Such as soil erosion, etc.

SST ACTIVTTY:

Back in the classroom have the students describe the sounds they heard. How

the wild felt. Lint the observations they noticed, what the wind was doing and

the amyl and bad effects of the wind.

For a music follow un, let the pupils sway their arms nr bdnies niano or

record rhythms. Play a "runnine" tune as the children "run in the wind".

Create rhythm exercises where the children use scarves or crane naner streamers.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ror an art follow up try "Huff and Puff Designs". Give each child a niece
of parer with a blob of naint on it. The give each child a drinkino straw
andowithout touching the paint, blow tt around the r*ner in any design that
he likas. The first attemot is likely to look like a tree or a plant. Smaller
blobs of brighter colors can be blown around to look like flowerd. As the
child learns how to handle the straw and paint, the designs will become more
original. This activity is an excellent way to introduce the secondary colors
by blending two or more colors together.



X -XYLE

HnW A PLANT DRINKS
Written by Carol White, Elementary instructor, Lincoln Elementary School,
Madison, South Dakota. Adarted by the Interlaken Environmental and outdoor
Education Program, Chester Area Schools No. 34, Chester, South Dakota 57016.

GRADE LEVEL: K-2

BEST TIME OF YEAR: Anytime

CBJECTIVE:

1. TO introduce the conceot of how food and water is transported through
the plant.

MATERIALS:

Carrot
Celery
Glasses
Flood coloring



BACKGROUND: BEST COPY AVAILAB
LE

After a study on the purpose of roots and stems and how a root and stem
works; introduce the oancept of how the food and water is transported
throughout the plant. Xylem is a mart of the plant that carries food
and water umard through the plant. Xylem carries food and water up from
the root through the stem to the leaves, buds and flowers. A simple
emerirtieft with a carrot, a stalk of celery and colored water will show
the students how this process works.

PRE-ACTIVITY :

1. Do you know haw plants receive their water and food?
2. How does the flower get its food and water?
3. How does the leaf get its food and water?

ACTIVITY:

Begin with the carrot experiment. Ask your students: How does water go
from the soil into a plant? After a short discussion, color same water
with green ink and put a carrot into it. A few hours later, cut the carrot.
What hannened?

ACTIVITY:

A simple way to demonstrate how water goes up a plant is with colored
water and celery. Note the small tubes in the celery stalk. Show the
students the small tubes. Split the celery stalk rart way up. Put one
Part of the in a glass of green water and the other part in a

glass of red water. In a mutter of a few minutes, the
small tubes will change colors. What has hamened?
Make observations.
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BACInrUND:

Children may be alike in some ways but they all are individuals living in
a world all of their own. Like a snowflake, no ore is exactly alike. In
today's world it is iinnortant to be an individual. Too often students are
nut into armours and never given the chance to really express themselves.
If you stun to think about them: they are the same age, go to the some school,
do the same work, eat the same lunch, nothing varies in their daily routine.
Students need to have the feeling of being important and why not? After all,
they are!

Just remember this about youself and your students: Whoever you are, you are
important. There is same work that will never be done. if you don't do it.
There is someone who would miss you if you were gone. There is a good reason
for becoming better than you are. There is a place to be filled that you
alone can fill.

ACTIVITY:

After a short discussion on how neonle vary, do the following activities;
nlav these games with your students to stimulate their interest in hew
they differ:

1. I Have a Friend
/ have a friend that you all know
and is her (his) name
I hag7i-Eiend that you all know
and is her (his) name.

/ see a boy (or girl)
I see a boy whose shirt is green,
shirt is green, shirt is green.
I see a boy whose shirt is green,
Who are you? (I am ) .

2. Hand a student a mirror. Ask him or her to tell what they see in the mirror.
Perhaps they will say, "I'm a girl (boy) with brown hair and blue eyes".
After all the students have had a chance to do this, ask what the mirror
doesn't show. For example: (I like hamburgers). Children begin to learn
haw they are different and alike - in anpearance and preferences.

3. .lake a chart to display same important items about your students. Put the
students name down the side of the chart. Across the to of the chart make
divisions for height, weight, color of hair and eyes, favorite kind of
weather. (You may want to add others). List the characteristics for each
nupil. Then discuss the chart and make sane comparisons; for example:
How many runils have green eyes? blue eyes? brown eyes? Even in a small
of children many differences can be noted.

4. Or, try working with same of the children's own "Special Parts". Each of
the following activities involves the student with same activity that only
he can do.

a. Make a foot print with water on the sidewalk or with fingerpaing on a
long piece of loaner.

b. Make cut out cookies, for the child's cookie draw around his hand. Cut
it out and bake it.

c. Make finger print pictures. Blot a finger in dry tempra paint and press
on paper. Create a picture out of the print.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

z -zon

THE INSECT ZOO

Witten by Barbara Hyland, Instructor, The Interlakes Environmental and
outdoor Education Program, Chester Area Schools Vb. 34, Chester, South
Dakota. 57016

GRADE LEVEL: K-4

BEST me OF YEAR: Spring or Fall

OBJECTIVES:

1. To observe closely some of the insects common to the environment.
2. TO add some interest to common curiosity about the insect %%mid.

.

1

MATER/ALS:

Anything that is suitable
for an insect, cage.



HACKSROUND:

Children are easily amused by anything that crawls, flies or creeps. How
many times have your students brought you a small jar containing sane
insects? Then, in turn, the jar is set on a shelf and forgotten. Why not
utilize the jar, the insect and the student's interest and create an insect
zoo? This could be used as a follow up to Trapping Insects and Kinds of Hugs.

Simple cages can be made from almost any container that you happen to have
on hand. Directions for same cages are included in this unit. The students
will be in charge of cleaning the cages and feeding and watering the insects.
Insects will have to be fed a similar diet which they are used to. This will
Probably require sane research, but with the younger children this can be
accomplished, they love to look for information. Have on hand simple books
about insects. With the guidance of the teacher, the students should be able
to helm.

PRO:FAME:

1. Decide on the cages you want to make; gather the materials needed. These
can be made from plastic boxes, jars, lamp chimmneys, oatmeal boxes,
Pringle boxes, etc. Fill the bottom with sane dirt. Top this with grass
sod. Insert a twig or small branch for the insect to climb. He sure to
water the soil.

2. Take a field trio to collect insects or set insect traps. If there are
Plants, trees and grass on the school grounds, this excursion could be
accomplished there.

FOLLOW UP:

1. O,llect the information on the feeding habits of the insects caught.

2. Try to make the cages resettle the natural habitat of the insects.

3. watch and study the insects, record the changes of the insects and
any other data.



BEST COPY AMAMI

The following are ideas and directions for some insect cages:

This cage is made from an oatmeal box. Cut
a 5" x 5" window out of the side of the box.
Attach a piece of screen over this window.
Line the bottan of the cage with tin foil
and fill the batten with soil and top that
with sod. Myer the top of the cage with screen.

Fill the bottom of a jar with soil
and top that with sod. insert a twig and
cover the top of the jar with screen.

A cute cage can be made gran a plasti.c
pill box. Fill the bottom of the box with
soil and top it with sod. insert a twig.
Be sure that there are air holes in the box.

This unique cage can be Aede from a lamp
chimmnsy and the lid of an aerosol can.
Simply set the chimmney in a lid and fill
the lid with soil and sod. Insert a twig.
Cover the top of the one with screel.


